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Conference summary
Aircraft financin and lease market stakeholders discuss the industry’s
economic outlook at AFL 2021.
On June 10, the 14th international conference Aircraft Finance & Lease
Russia & CIS gathered over a hundred industry professionals at Moscow’s
Mariott Grand Hotel, as well as an extensive audience watching the event’s
live stream online.
Such active interest to the event is due to the most challenging situation the air travel industry is facing. As an outcome of the pandemic, the
revenue-generating international service is still heavily restricted in most
part of the world, whilst domestic markets are plagued by price dumping
as a result of excessive capacities and fie ce competition. The situation affects to a great extent the entire financin infrastructure of the air transport industry — banks, financia institutions, lessors, aircraft producers,
and of course airlines themselves have all lost their familiar environment,
and their outlooks are vague.
Russian speakers on stage and their foreign colleagues, who delivered
their presentations and answered questions online, presented a comprehensive overview of the ongoing situation across air transport markets,
discussed the general trends of aircraft leasing, and financin strategies
specifi to the current.
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Audience
The conference raised serious interest — over 200 professionals registered for participation, including representatives of 27 Russian and foreign airlines, 18 leasing companies, financia institutions, lawyers, OEMs and
airports.
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“

Today we once again met up with our colleagues to discuss the ongoing
situation in the commercial aviation industry and the new reality we have to

adapt our work to. Despite the incredibly difficult year, we see positive trends

showing, and one of the most signifi ant is the willingness of the industry
stakeholders to lay their problems on the table and negotiate, using all means
available, including this Aircraft Finance and Lease conference.” — Ilya Dvorkin,
partner, head of Russian structured financ and asset financ practice at Allen & Overy

“

Embraer’s philosophy has always been about “right-sizing” and as the world
emerges from the COVID-pandemic, our mantra is more relevant than ever.

Even during the pandemic, we have seen that our E-Jets were the backbone
of many airlines and still flying when the big aircraft remained on the ground.

And especially now, in the recovery phase, airlines need both the flexibili y
our aircraft offer for their network planning and the economic advantages for
a sustainable growth in the future. I look forward to sharing our insights and
philosophy at this year’s Aircraft Finance and Lease Russia & CIS conference.” —
Michal Nowak, marketing director EMEA for Embraer Commercial Aviation
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18 leasing companies
• Air Lease Corporation
• Aurum Leasing
• AviaAM Leasing
• Aviation Capital Group

27 airlines

Industry
34%
18%

• BOC Aviation
• Carlyle Aviation Management
Limited
• CMB Financial Leasing
• Gazprombank Leasing
• GE Capital Aviation Services Limited (GECAS)
• Ilyushin Finance Co
• Macquarie AirFinance
• Nordic Aviation Capital
• PSB Leasing
• Sber Leasing
• SMBC Aviation Capital
• SpecTransLeasing
• State Transport Leasing Company
(GTLK)
• VTB Leasing
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Airlines
Leasing companies
Financial companies
Aircraft and Engine Manufacturers
Law firm
Media
Consulting companies
MRO
Official
Airports
Universities

Lisa Goodman, Avolon

Jeff Lewis, Fortress

Michal Nowak, Marketing

Kirill Budaev,

Vitaly Guzhva, Embry-Riddle

Sergey Koltovich,

Mher Papyan, Boeing

Investment Group

Director, Embraer

Irkut Corporation

Aeronautical University

Forbes Contributor

Capital Corporation

Andrey Patrakov, RunAvia

Leonid Shoshin, S7 Technics

Stanislav Solomko,

Among speakers
In their speeches, the conference participants discussed the most relevant issues
of aircraft leasing and the air transportation market. In particular, the representative of Embraer spoke about how the demand for aircraft is changing, and the
representative of S7 Technics — about the specifi s of maintenance in preparing
the aircraft for return and about the possibilities of closer interaction with leasing
companies.
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Lufthansa Consulting

Agenda
The key panel discussion called Development Scenarios of the
Aircraft Financing and Leasing Industry was beautifully moderated by Ilya Dvorkin, partner, head of Russian structured
financ and asset financ practice at Allen & Overy. Such reputable speakers as David E. Beker, senior vice president marketing and head of aircraft sales and trading group, Air Lease
Corp.; Andrew Weixi, deputy head of aviation leasing department, CMB Finance Leasing; Tomas Sidlauskas, vice president
for development and board member, AviaAM Leasing; Павел
Пискун, director key customer relations department, SberLeasing; Sergey Smolyakov, managing director aircraft and vessel
lease, VTB Leasing — contributed to the discussions.
Dmitry Mirgorodsky, partner at Concuros orchestrated a
lively exchange of views within another panel discussion called
Fleet Development Strategies. It was joined by Alexey Budnik,
deputy general director for IT and procurement, UTair; Igor
Voznyuk, vice president technical services, Carlyle Aviation
Management; Rostislav Petrov, head of sales management
department, Rusline and Anton Tikhonov, flee management
director, Red Wings.
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We thank our sponsors
Aircraft Finance and Lease Russia & CIS was held by the leading organizer of professional events in the transport sector,
Infomost Consulting with support and participation of partners — Allen&Overy, Embraer, GTLK, S7 Technics.

Moscow, +7 495 651–94–35, www.events.ato.ru
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